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SUMMARY In this paper network coding based relay for
multi-access channel is studied. In the system, two nodes send
messages to a common access point (AP). A relay assists the
two nodes by forwarding a network coded version of the mes-
sages. The AP performs joint channel and network decoding
to recover the two original messages from three received signals.
Two schemes, soft network coding (SoftNC) and turbo network
coding (TurboNC), both focusing on bitwise exclusive or (XOR)
based network coding, are proposed to salvage messages from er-
roneous signals. SoftNC is simple and backward compatible with
existing protocol stack of wireless networks, and reduces packet
errors by maximal ratio combining (MRC). TurboNC improves
channel efficiency by letting the relay node transmit only parity
check bits of the interleaved XORed message, where reliability
is retained by iterative decoding. Simulation results show that
compared with the network-layer path diversity scheme [8], both
SoftNC and TurboNC greatly improve the reliability, and Tur-
boNC also achieves a much higher throughput. The proposed
schemes are suitable for improving the performance of wireless
local area networks (WLAN).
key words: relay, network coding, joint decoding, maximal ratio

combining, iterative decoding

1. Introduction

In wireless communications a signal transmitted by the
sender usually arrives at the receiver via multiple paths
due to reflection, diffraction and scattering. These sig-
nals have different phases and may enhance or can-
cel each other, which greatly degrades communication
quality in times of deep fading.

Spatial diversity, exploiting the property of inde-
pendent wireless propagation, is an effective method to
combat fading. Such a consensus has inspired extensive
research on relay theory, which exploits the broadcast
nature of wireless medium. In the plain relay model, a
relay node can amplify/decode and forward a message
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to reduce the outage probability. A relay scheme based
on coded cooperation was introduced in [1].

The idea of network coding was originally proposed
by Ahlswede et al. [2] to enhance the capacity of wired
networks. This idea was extended later to wireless net-
works to enable efficient relay [3], either in the network-
layer with decode-and-forward [4] or in the physical
layer with amplify-and-forward [5]–[7]. The common
characteristics of these schemes are to exploit a priori
knowledge to reduce the number of transmissions and
improve the total capacity of the bidirectional path.

Bitwise exclusive or (XOR) based network coding
was widely used in many practical protocols [4] to in-
crease network capacity due to its simplicity for imple-
mentation. Recently it was also exploited to improve
reliability of wireless transmission. Chen et al. sug-
gested realizing path diversity with network coding [8].
A similar scheme was proposed for reducing packet loss
in the application layer [9]. In both schemes network
coding is separated from channel coding.

Joint channel and network coding was also ex-
plored to further improve the performance of network
coding. Hausl et al. suggested decoding network coded
messages by constructing a parallel concatenated con-
volutional coding (PCCC) structure [10], [11]. A net-
work coding scheme other than XOR was studied and
therefore the decoding scheme cannot be directly ap-
plied to XOR-based network coding. In [12] the XOR
operation at the relay node is done on the signals in-
stead of the decoded messages to reduce the complexity
at the cost of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) degradation.
However, how to perform joint decoding at the receiver
was not discussed.

In XOR-based network coding, information of two
flows is mixed together. By exploiting accurate a pri-
ori information, network coding works well in the bi-
directional communication scenarios. In a multi-access
channel, there is no perfect a priori knowledge at the
receiver. How to separate the information and enable
joint decoding is a big challenge.

In this paper we study XOR-based network coding
for relay in multi-access channel. In the system two
nodes send messages to a common access point (AP).
A relay helps the two nodes by forwarding a network-
coded version of original messages to the AP. The AP
performs joint channel and network decoding to recover
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the two original messages from three signals received
from relay and two nodes. Under this common model,
two schemes, soft network coding (SoftNC) and turbo
network coding (TurboNC), are proposed. For the back-

ward compatibility, a relay node in SoftNC works as
usual [4] and forwards both information bits and parity
check bits of the XORed message. To further improve
channel efficiency, a relay node in TurboNC interleaves
the XORed message and forwards only its parity check
bits. At the receiver side, maximal ratio combining
(MRC) is applied in SoftNC compared with the sepa-
rate decoding in [8]. TurboNC adopts iterative decod-
ing. It generates fewer parity check bits at the relay
node and has higher throughput in comparison with the
method in [11]. Simulation results show that compared
with the scheme in [8], both SoftNC and TurboNC
greatly improve reliability and TurboNC also achieves
a much higher throughput. Note that although SoftNC
is inferior to TurboNC, we still propose it for the reason
of the backward compatibility. In practical networks,
the APs, as infrastructures, can be updated to sup-
port both SoftNC and TurboNC. But various versions
of relays, as mobile terminals, will co-exist. The old re-
lays suggested in [4], [8], which don’t support TurboNC,
will benefit from the backward compatibility of SoftNC.
The two schemes are quite suitable for improving per-
formance of wireless local area networks (WLAN) and
they can be extended to distributed multi-hop networks
such as inter-vehicle communications.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We
present the network coding based relay model in Sect. 2
and the preliminary of log-likelihood algebra in Sect. 3.
On this basis we propose the joint coding/decoding
schemes in Sect. 4 and evaluate their performance by
simulation in Sect. 5. Finally we conclude this paper
with Sect. 6.

2. System Model

Figure 1 shows the system model. Nodes A and B re-
spectively send messages XAU and XBU to the common
access point D and relay R in two time slots. Each mes-
sage carries its cyclic redundant check (CRC) and has
the same length. When the two messages arriving at
R both pass CRC check after channel decoding, R en-
codes them and transmits† the coded message in a third
time slot†† together with an out-of-band signal inform-
ing D of this network coded transmission. Each node,
including the relay, uses a fixed power for transmission.

In the proposed model systematic convolutional
codes with channel coding operation Γ(·) are used. For
the simplicity of description, binary phase-shift keying
(BPSK) modulation is assumed. The interleaving oper-

†Alternatively, R may transmit the coded message at
the request of D.

††Only half of the third time slot is used in TurboNC.
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Fig. 1 Joint channel and network coding in multi-access chan-
nel.

ation Π(·) and the corresponding de-interleaving Π−1(·)
are used in TurboNC. The combination of interleaving
and channel coding is Γ′(·) = Γ(Π(·)).

An original message XiU from A or B is channel
coded according to Eq.(1) and its parity check part is
XiC .

Xi = [XiU ,XiC ], XiC = Γ(XiU ), i = A,B. (1)

When R correctly decodes both XAU and XBU , it
combines the two messages by XOR and get XRU =
XAU ⊕ XBU . Then it transmits the jointly coded ver-
sion XR = f(XRU ), where f(·) is an encoding function.

The coded packets XA, XB and XR with bit
streams xA(t), xB(t) and xR(t) are transmitted to D
from A, B, R, respectively. The signals of BPSK mod-
ulation are

ϕi(t) = 2 ∗ xi(t) − 1, xi(t) ∈ {0, 1}, i = A,B,R. (2)

Assume that links AD, BD and RD in Fig. 1 experi-
ence block fading. They have channel gains hA, hB , hR,
and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) nA(t),
nB(t), nR(t) with zero-mean and equal variance σ2. D
receives signals from A, B and R, as shown below.

si(t) = hiϕi(t) + ni(t), i = A,B,R. (3)

Then D performs joint channel and network decoding
with the three received signals and their channel gains
measured at the timing of reception. Messages passing
CRC check are regarded as being successfully received.

3. Preliminaries of Log Likelihood Algebra

In the proposed joint decoding schemes in Sect. 4 we
will use log likelihood algebra [13]. We briefly describe
it in this section.

Usually coded bits xi(t) have equal probability of
being 0 or 1. Then, bit log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of
received signals can be calculated as follows [13]:

Li(t) = ln
P (xi(t) = 1|si(t))

P (xi(t) = 0|si(t))
=

2hisi(t)

σ2
. (4)

LLR can serve as the soft output of a demodulator.
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When XR = XA ⊕ XB , LLR of XR can be es-
timated from LA(t) and LB(t) by the following log-
likelihood algebra [13].

L′
R(t)=LA(t) ⊞ LB(t)=ln

exp(LA(t)) + exp(LB(t))

1 + exp(LA(t) + LB(t))
(5)

≈(−1)·sign[LA(t)]·sign[LB(t)]·min(|LA(t)|, |LB(t)|).

Meanwhile, the XOR operation has some special prop-
erty shown in the following equation.

XR =XA⊕XB =⇒ XA =XB⊕XR, XB =XA⊕XR. (6)

Equation(6) indicates that any message is an XORed
version of the other two. Then according to Eq.(5) LLR
of any message can be estimated from the other two.

Consider the extreme case where D somehow cor-
rectly receives one coded message, e.g. XR. When
xR(t) = 1, LR(t) = ∞ and LR(t) ⊞ LA(t) = −LA(t).
When xR(t) = 0, LR(t) = −∞ and LR(t) ⊞ LA(t) =
LA(t). Then from LB(t) and LA(t), the LLR of XA and
XB can be estimated as L′

A
(t) and L′

B
(t) respectively,

as follows:

L′
B

(t)=(−1)xR(t)LA(t), if xR(t) is known a priori,
L′

A
(t)=(−1)xR(t)LB(t), if xR(t) is known a priori.

(7)

Estimating LLR of the XORed message with Eq.(5)
results in SNR loss. In Eq.(7) the estimated LLR has
the same SNR as the original LLR by exploiting the
accurate a priori information. This observation inspires
us to design new schemes to further exploit diversity.

4. Proposed Relay Schemes

In Fig. 1 the encoding scheme at R is determined by
a function f(·). In the following we study SoftNC and
TurboNC, two schemes corresponding to two encoding
functions f(·), and their decoding methods.

4.1 Soft Network Coding (SoftNC)

f(XRU ) = [XRU ,Γ(XRU )] is used in SoftNC in Fig. 1.
Both the information bits and the parity check part
of the XORed message are transmitted from R to D.
It was mentioned in [8] that the two original messages
XAU and XBU can be correctly decoded at D if any
two of the three messages XAU , XBU and XRU are
correctly received. In the following we discuss how to
decode the original messages when only one of XAU ,
XBU and XRU is correctly received. To keep SoftNC
simple, no further operation is done when all messages
are erroneous. According to Eq.(6), any message is an
XORed sum of the other two messages. Assume, with-
out loss of generality, that D correctly decoded XRU .
Then D decodes the other two messages by applying
MRC †.

†As an alternative in a real system, the receiver may
choose to first decode the signal with highest SNR and then
combine the other two signals.

Since XRU = XAU ⊕XBU contains network coded
information bits, by applying the linear property of
channel coding and XOR, the order of XOR and chan-
nel coding can be exchanged [14].

Γ(XAU ⊕ XBU ) = Γ(XAU ) ⊕ Γ(XBU ). (8)

Then XR = [XRU ,XRC ],XRC = Γ(XRU ), is an XORed
sum of XA and XB , i.e., XR = XA ⊕ XB .

With the decoded XRU , D locally generates
XRC = Γ(XRU ) and regards XR = [XRU ,XRC ] as a
priori knowledge. According to the LLR algebra in
Eq.(7), D calculates L′

A
(t) as an estimation of LA(t)

from LB(t), and applies combining diversity as follows:

L′′
A(t) = L′

A(t) + LA(t) (9)

The above equation is exactly MRC, as is explained be-
low. Because xB = xA ⊕ xR, under BPSK modulation
ϕB(t) = (−1)xR(t)ϕA(t). With this relation and Eq.(4),
Eq.(9) can be simplified as follows:

L′′
A(t) =

2hB

σ2
s′A(t) +

2hA

σ2
sA(t), (10)

s′A(t) = hBϕA(t) + (−1)xR(t)nB(t).

Except the noise part it looks as if D receives another
copy of ϕA(t) from B. Two copies of the same message
(XA) are combined together according to their channel
gains. In addition, the LLR after combination corre-
sponds to a signal with an SNR equaling the sum of
SNR of sA(t) and sB(t). In a similar way L′′

B
(t) can be

generated for XB . It is worth pointing out that L′′
A
(t)

and L′′
B

(t) are not independent. They contain the same
information, corresponding to signals with the same
SNR. From either of the combined LLR, e.g. L′′

A
(t),

message XAU can be channel decoded and then XBU

can be network decoded according to Eq.(6).
The combination in Eq.(9) can be done according

to either LLR from soft demodulation in Eq.(4), or LLR
from a soft-input soft-output (SISO) channel decoder
[17]. In the former case, the combined LLR is directed
to a channel decoder to generate decoding output.

Application of MRC in SoftNC is limited to the
case where one message is correctly decoded at the re-
ceiver. Packet errors occur when none of the three mes-
sages is correctly decoded. Although it is still possible
to combine signals in such cases, this is not done after
taking into account the tradeoff between the decoding
cost and benefit, as explained below: When all mes-
sages are erroneous Eq.(7) cannot be used. Instead,
with LR as the a priori signal, the receiver gets a noisy
estimation of LA from LB by Eq.(5), and combines it
with LA according to Eq.(9). The benefit of this com-
bining is really marginal because the estimated LLR is
noisy and neither interleaving nor iterative decoding is
used in SoftNC for the purpose of simplicity. Therefore
in such cases signal combining is not used and packet
errors occur.
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Fig. 2 Turbo decoding of the XORed message, DEC3 in Fig. 3.

In SoftNC, network coding at the relay node is
done in the network layer. Only network software is
changed and network coding works on existing wireless
networking protocols and hardware. An AP with the
capability of SoftNC performs joint decoding, or other-
wise performs separate decoding as in [8]. This back-
ward compatibility enables incremental deployment.

4.2 Turbo Network Coding (TurboNC)

In this scheme, f(XRU ) in Fig. 1 equals Γ′(XRU ). In
other words, the network coded message XRU is first in-
terleaved and then only its parity check part is actually
transmitted. We call this scheme turbo network cod-
ing (TurboNC). It is obvious that the relay efficiency
is improved by avoiding the transmission of informa-
tion bits at R. The following iterative decoding also
retains low packet error rate (PER) thanks to the in-
terleaving. Each iteration involves the decoding of the
XORed message and decoding of the original messages.

4.2.1 Decoding the XORed Message

Receiver D cannot directly decode XRU as usual since
its information bits are not transmitted. Fortunately
LLR of XR can be estimated from LLRs of XA and
XB according to Eq.(5). In Fig. 2, LLR of XA and XB

is respectively calculated according to Eq.(4). Then by
Eq.(5), L′

R
= [L′

RU
, L′

RC
], is calculated from LA and

LB and used as an estimation of the network coded
message XR = [XRU ,Γ(XRU )], as shown in Fig. 2(a).
Meanwhile, D also calculates LR = LRC , the LLR of
the parity check part Γ′(XRU ) received from R. Since
the systematic convolutional code is used, in Fig. 2(b)
the PCCC structure of XRU is formed. Then XRU

is decoded by several iterations of the turbo decoding
[15], which further uses the SISO channel decoding al-
gorithms such as BCJR [16] or LogMAP [17].

The turbo decoder outputs the decoded message
XRU if the decoding is successful. Otherwise it outputs
the LLR value LRU of XRU . Either of the output will
be used in the decoding of the original messages.

4.2.2 Decoding the Original Messages

SISO is also used in decoding the original messages. In
Fig. 3 LA(t) and LB(t), LLR of the directly received sig-
nals, are inputted to the SISO channel decoders DEC1
and DEC2. DEC3 corresponds to the procedure in
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Fig. 3 Iterative decoding in TurboNC scheme.

Fig. 2. DEC1, DEC2 and DEC3 also have extra inputs,
L′

AU
(t), L′

BU
(t) and L′

RU
(t), a priori knowledge of the

information bits which is initiated to zero. The soft
decoding output of DEC1, DEC2, DEC3 are LAU (t),
LBU (t) and LRU (t), respectively. According to Eq.(5),
the extrinsic information,

L′
AU (t) = LBU (t) ⊞ LRU (t),

L′
BU (t) = LAU (t) ⊞ LRU (t), (11)

and L′
RU (t) = LAU (t) ⊞ LBU (t),

are extracted and used as a priori information in the
next iteration in DEC1, DEC2 and DEC3.

4.2.3 Decoding Steps of TurboNC

Receiver D first performs separate channel decoding to
recover the two original messages XAU and XBU . If this
fails, D applies the TurboNC scheme to jointly decode
messages as follows: D estimates L′

R
from LA and LB ,

and decodes XRU with L′
R

and LRC by DEC3. L′
AU

and L′
BU

are calculated according to Eq.(11). Then
DEC1 and DEC2 in Fig. 3 generate new LAU and LBU .
From the two LLRs, a new estimation of XRU , L′

RU
, is

calculated. It is used together with the initial L′
RC

and
LRC in DEC3 in next iteration. Note that if XRU is
correctly decoded, the decoding of XAU and XBU can
be reduced to MRC stated in Sect. 4.1. In this way the
computation cost can be decreased.

4.2.4 Some Discussions

When neither XAU nor XBU is correctly decoded from
signals received over direct links, the LLR algebra in
Figs. (2-3) follows Eq.(5), which generates an estimated
LLR with lower SNR. The decrease of SNR in the lat-
ter, however, can be supplemented by the turbo de-
coding. When XAU , XBU and XRU are respectively
channel coded with a coding rate of 1/2, the PCCC for
XRU shown in Fig. 2 has a coding rate of 1/3, which is
powerful enough to decode XRU from signals with low
SNR.

When either of the original messages, XAU or
XBU , is directly decoded, the rest decoding can be per-
formed in a different form, as shown in Fig. 4. Assume,
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without loss of generality, that the message which D
correctly decodes is XAU . Then D interleaves this mes-
sage and performs channel coding again to get Γ′(XAU ).
XOR, interleaving and channel coding all are linear.
Therefore,

Γ′(XRU ) = Γ′(XAU ) ⊕ Γ′(XBU ) (12)

is also network coded. With the locally generated
Γ′(XAU ) as a priori information and according to
Eq.(7), L′

BC
can be calculated as an estimation of

Γ′(XBU ) from LRC , the LLR of Γ′(XRU ). Then in
Fig. 4(c), a PCCC structure of XBU can be formed and
this message can be decoded with the standard turbo
decoding. This special case is reduced to distributed
turbo coding [18].

According to the above description, when either
of the original messages, e.g. XAU , is directly decoded,
the receiver D has two choices, either to recover the net-
work coded message XRU by turbo decoding in Fig. 2,
or to directly recover the other original message XBU

by turbo decoding in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 5, in
either case LA, the LLR of the correctly decoded mes-
sage, is not used. In both PCCC structures, the up-
per row comes from LB and the lower row comes from
LR. Although the LLR algebra is involved in different
stages, with XAU , Γ(XAU ) and Γ′(XAU ) as accurate
a priori knowledge the operation in Eq.(7) generates
an estimated LLR with the same SNR. The LLRs in
both PCCC contain the same information. Therefore
the two procedures actually have the same decoding
probability, as verified by simulation.

4.3 Comparison among Different Schemes

Table 1 shows a comparison among schemes discussed
before. TurboNC+ is a variant of TurboNC where sys-
tematic bits are transmitted at R. NetCod is a scheme
introduced in [8]. Although channel coding is not ad-
dressed in [8], for the purpose of fair comparison chan-
nel coding is involved in NetCod. Transmissions over

Table 1 A comparison among different schemes. Coding rate
is measured in the normal mode.

Scheme Transmission by relay Total coding rate

Direct none r

NetCod XRU , Γ(XRU ) 2/3 · r
SoftNC XRU , Γ(XRU ) 2/3 · r

TurboNC Γ[Π(XRU )] 2/(3 − r) · r

TurboNC+ Π(XRU ), Γ[Π(XRU )] 2/3 · r

direct links are the same in all schemes, [XAU ,Γ(XAU )]
by A and [XBU ,Γ(XBU )] by B. In schemes other than
Direct, R also transmits a coded message, as shown in
the second column of Table 1.

Let r be the coding rate of the channel coding op-
eration Γ(·). Assume that all coded messages, gener-
ated at both sources (A and B) and the relay node (R),
form a super code. This code is used for transmitting
the two original messages. The total coding rate of this
super code can be easily calculated in the normal mode
where R transmits network coded message regardless
of the transmission status over direct links. The total
coding rate under different schemes is listed in the third
column of Table 1. It is obvious that among the relay
schemes, TurboNC has the largest coding rate.

5. Numerical Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the proposed schemes using
Monte-Carlo simulations. Each plain message including
its CRC consists of 2400bits. Messages are coded by a
4-state recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) code
with the code rate 1/2 and the generator matrix (1,
5/7). A random permutation matrix is used in Tur-
boNC. The received signals are decoded by schemes
listed in Table 1, respectively. Results of TurboNC+
are also given as a reference. In the decoding stage,
constant Log-MAP is used. The number of iterations
in TurboNC is set to 18. We say that packet errors
occur if two original messages A and B cannot be both
correctly decoded at D. In other words, XAU or XBU ,
or both, are erroneous after decoding.

The simulation focuses on the multi-access scenario
in Fig. 1. Links experience block Rayleigh fading. A
and B are close to each other. Positions of A/B and D
are fixed unless otherwise specified. Distance between
A/B and D equals dAD. R lies between A/B and D
and has an adjustable distance dR−AB to A/B.

5.1 Effect of Relay Position

We first demonstrate how the position of the relay node
affects the system performance. Average SNR of links
AD/BD is fixed at 5dB. Adjusting the position of R
between A/B and D changes the normalized distance
dR−AB/dAD. Average SNR of links AR, BR and RD
is calculated from the normalized distance dR−AB/dAD

according to two-ray model [20] with the path loss ex-
ponent (equalling 4 in the simulation).
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Figure 6 shows the PER under different distances.
When R is far from A/B, the SNR of the relay links
AR/BR is low. In all schemes, when R cannot correctly
decode either XAU or XBU , it does not forward the
network coded message to D. In such extreme cases all
relay schemes have the same poor performance, which
depends on the quality of direct links AD/BD. A de-
crease in the distance between R and A/B improves the
delivery rate over links AR/BR. Then with a higher
probability R forwards the network coded message and
contributes to the decoding at D. Therefore PER of
these schemes reaches the minimum when R lies to the
left of the middle point (normalized distance equals
0.5). When the messages are successfully transferred
over links AR/BR, in the proposed schemes, the fol-
lowing joint decoding reduces message errors over the
multi-access channel from A/B/R to D. As a result the
minimal PER of the two proposed schemes is much less
than that of NetCod. When R is not very close to A/B
(not too far from D), D can decode the XORed mes-
sage (either direct plain channel decoding in SoftNC or
turbo decoding in TurboNC) with a high probability
and then decoding of the original messages is done by
MRC. Therefore, TurboNC is only a little better than
SoftNC. As R gets nearer to A/B and farther away
from D, the probability with which D directly decodes
the XORed message in SoftNC decreases, but the iter-
ative decoding of TurboNC in Fig. 3 helps reduce the
total PER.

5.2 PER under Two Typical Scenarios

In the following we consider two typical scenarios. In
the first scenario A and B are near to each other. R lies
exactly in the middle of A/B and D and only serves as a
relay node. Links between R and other nodes A,B,D
have an average SNR 12dB† higher than direct links
AD/BD. In the second scenario A, B and R are near to

†This SNR is calculated according to path loss exponent
(equalling 4) and the normalized distance (equalling 0.5).
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Fig. 8 PER performance in the second scenario (mutual coop-
eration among mobile nodes).

each other and AR/BR has an average SNR of 40dB††.
In this scenario all nodes can mutually cooperate and
each node can help the other two.

Figures 7-8 show PER with respect to Eb/No (SNR
per bit) under the two scenarios respectively. In either
scenario PER decreases as SNR of direct links AD/BD
increases. In the first scenario D decodes the XORed
message with a relatively high probability. Then D de-
codes the rest messages by applying MRC according to
Eq.(9). The main factor that arbitrates the total PER
is the signals over direct links. Therefor, PER curves
of SoftNC, TurboNC and TurboNC+ nearly overlap,
coinciding with Fig. 6 where the normalized distance
equals 0.5. SoftNC and TurboNC each provide about 1
dB gain to NetCod. In the second scenario three links
AD, BD and RD have the same average SNR. The
probability with which D directly decodes the XORed
message in SoftNC is relatively low. In TurboNC, the
XORed message is decoded with a relatively high prob-
ability by turbo decoding. Even this fails the following
iterative decoding can further salvage some messages.

††The SNR is selected to ensure that neighboring nodes
can hear from each other packets transmitted at the highest
rate (54Mbps in IEEE 802.11).
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Table 2 TurboNC transmission and its throughput under
ARQ mode (code rate r = 1/2).

D sends request No Yes Yes

R transmits NC msg No Yes
#decoded msg at D 2 1 0 2 1 0

Achieved throughput 1 1/2 0 2/2.5 1/2.5 0

Therefore superiority of TurboNC becomes very obvi-
ous. Its gain to NetCod increases to 2.2 dB. TurboNC+
has higher gain than TurboNC because R transmits
more bits in TurboNC+.

5.3 Throughput under ARQ Mode

PER is reduced in relay schemes at the cost of extra
transmissions. A fair comparison among all schemes in
terms of channel efficiency must be based on the ac-
tual throughput, which takes both PER and overhead
into account. In this paper throughput is defined as the
number of messages transmitted from sources to desti-
nation in a time slot. According to the third column
of Table 1, Direct has the highest coding rate. Accord-
ingly it has higher throughput than relay schemes in the
normal node when SNR of direct links is high enough.

In the following we compare the throughput of dif-
ferent schemes under automatic repeat-request (ARQ)
mode, where R transmits only when it receives a re-
quest from D indicating that errors occurred over direct
links. TurboNC transmission in the ARQ mode and the
calculation of its throughput† (code rate r = 1/2) are
given in Table 2. There are two main cases: (i) R does
not transmit, either because there is no request from D
or R itself fails to decode the original messages, and (ii)
R transmits the network coded message at the request
of D. 2 time slots are taken in case (i) and 2.5 time
slots are taken in case (ii). According to the number
of messages D (directly or jointly) decodes successfully,
the achieved throughput is 1, 1/2 and 0 in case (i) and
2/2.5, 1/2.5 and 0 in case (ii). Then throughput under
all cases is averaged according to their probability. Av-
erage throughput of other relay schemes is calculated
in a similar way.

Fig. 9 compares average throughput achieved by
different schemes in the second scenario described in
Sect. 5.2. All relay schemes have higher throughput
than the Direct scheme and TurboNC always outper-
forms other relay schemes. This also justifies the de-
cision that systematic bits not be transmitted at the
relay node in TurboNC, as compared with TurboNC+.

Working well in the ARQ mode is also an advan-
tage of TurboNC over the scheme in [11]. When er-
rors occur over direct links, the receiver correctly re-
ceives one original message with a certain probabil-
ity. Assume, without loss of generality, that over direct
links D recovers XAU but XBU is erroneous. In such

†ARQ signaling overhead is not taken into account.
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Fig. 9 Average throughput (number of messages per slot) in
ARQ mode in the second scenario (mutual cooperation).

cases, transmitting coded bits of XRU at R is equiv-
alent to transmitting coded bits of XBU , as discussed
in Sect. 4.2.4. Then all information transmitted by R
contributes to the decoding of XBU , while this is not
the case in [11].

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Network coding-based relay model was studied in the
multi-access channel and two joint channel and net-
work coding/decoding schemes (SoftNC and TurboNC)
were proposed for XOR-based network coding. The
two schemes aim to salvage messages from erroneous
signals and have following characteristics: (i) Decoding
the network coded message directly (in SoftNC) or by
turbo decoding (in TurboNC), and, (ii) Using MRC (in
SoftNC) or iterative decoding (in TurboNC) to decode
the original messages. The proposed schemes have dif-
ferent capabilities in backward compatibility, complex-
ity, reliability and channel efficiency. SoftNC is simple
and backward compatible with existing protocol stack
of wireless networks and enables incremental deploy-
ment. TurboNC is relatively complex, but is more ef-
ficient and more reliable. Both schemes are applicable
to WLAN for improving channel efficiency. They also
can be extended to enhance inter-vehicle communica-
tions, where reliable transfer is of great importance. In
the future we will continue to study how to allocate
power among nodes and relay and how to handle link
asymmetry.
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